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2013 to 2014 Retention Rate
94%

2014 Graduates
Received Personalized Attention to Achieve Educational Goals
92% (12 out of 13)

2014 Graduates
Would Recommend the Program to Others
92% (12 out of 13)

Alumni Employed Within Field of Study
90% (27 out of 30)

Alumni Experienced a Positive Job or Career Change
83% (25 out of 30)

Alumni Employed in California
80% (24 out of 30)

Testimonials by 2014 Graduates on Factors Most Important to Their Overall Satisfaction with the PhD in Leadership Studies Program:

"Interaction with professors both in class and personally. Ability to personalize dissertation to meet my research interests."

"Being in a cohort and moving through critical courses with those students. It built camaraderie which ultimately helped me complete my dissertation."